
CaptivatingGRAPPA

An amber grappa of extraordinary softness and with an olfactory intensity. This 

grappa that has 40° C alcohol has been aged in barriques for a period of 12 months. 

Produced at the Dominos Distillery for exclusive use of the company Porto di Mola, 

which gave it his best marcs of Aglianico. Bottled for the first time in 700 specimens of 

50 cl, it is a precious gift that we do first and foremost to ourselves.

Vine Variety: Distillate of Marcs coming from Aglianico grapes

Production Area: Galluccio (CE) on the slopes of the Roccamonfina Volcano

Distillation: The metod is the discontinuous one, with direct fire with marcs 

submerged in totally copper still and totally manual processing. The most 

ancient and traditional method, it guarantees, thanks to the long time of 

distillation and the medium temperature during the processing, an optimal 

separation of heads and tails of distillate and a traditional grappa, with 

inimitable tastes and flavors. A slow and difficult method, it allows to sculpt 

the sensorial profile of the grappa, obtaining a unique distillate that keeps 

the flavors and the fragrances of his grapes.

Organoleptic Characteristics: The method of processing and the small 

quantity of fresh marcs that are used allow the full and vigorous passage to 

the grappa of its every characteristics flavors and fragrances of the wine 

where it comes from. Inimitable grappa for its bouquet complexity and the 

natural softness of its body,  exalted by an aging of almost 12 months in fine 

woods like durmast and cherry tree, that makes it velvety on the palate, 

with a taste of cherry and vanilla.

Refinement: 12 months in barrels and barriques of fine woods.

CHARACTERISTICS

Alcool: 40%

Service temperature: 16-18°C

Advices before tasting: Let the grappa rests for some minutes in the glass. 

Food pairing raccomandation: Pastries, dark chocolate 70%.
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